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Context of project:
As a lecturer, I have found it easy to discuss subjects to the students, without ensuring I have fully checked for understanding or full engagement in the
classroom. When planning for this research project, I knew this was an aspect I wanted to develop personally. In addition, I wanted to explore how I could
integrate more of our West Suffolk Colleges character strengths into my teaching.
The character strengths which stood out to me were ownership and curiosity. I believe that by being more curious over your learning, you can channel a
higher level of ownership, and this is a culture I would like to encourage more in my teaching.
As a result, I focused this research project on collaborative classrooms and peer assessments.

Actions taken during project:
During the early stages of a new creative project, it is vital we encourage as lecturers a culture for idea
generating and initial exploration. Within the Architecture (Conceptual) course, we do this through
generating concept sheets. I tasked the students to each create a visually engaging yet inquisitive
concept sheet, highlighting their ideas and thoughts in regards to a new brief. These concept sheets
were to be presented in small groups in order for peers to provide constructive feedback.
Each student was given a sheet in order to document their presenting peers project ideas, and to
provide feedback. This was then given back to the presenter to keep and reﬂect upon. The given sheet
is shown below:

Outcomes and impact of project:
I carried out this task with both year 1 and year 2
Architecture (Conceptual) and kept a reﬂective log
on the session. I noted before the session that I
was curious to see if the larger characters in the
group would over power those more timid and
reserved. Upon reﬂection, this wasn’t the case at
all. Everyone remained open minded, curious and
engaged. It was incredibly interesting to see how
each student chose to pitch their ideas. Some gave
a strong pitch and their peers took notes, others
discussed their concept sheets and welcomed a
question and answering phase.
Reﬂecting on the overall outcomes of the research
project, I found many students had taken on board
their given feedback and constructive criticism.
This highlights that they found the feedback
valuable. In addition, many students had reﬂected
on their digital sketchbooks on the feedback they
had received.

Future actions as a result of the project:
I carried out this task twice throughout the project, however, this is
something I would like to channel further. 4 of the students in year 1
Architecture, have begun sharing ideas and swapping digital
sketchbooks on a weekly basis in order to provide feedback. I question if
this would have happened without exploration and encouragement of
starting this research project.
In the context of the project, I noted I wanted to generate a culture
where students who were curious took more ownership of their
learning and progress and I can conﬁdently say, I feel positive that I
have begun to embed this culture. The students providing one another
feedback is a mature approach to peer assessing, and is beneﬁcial to
both parties.

A peer has added a series of question onto
another students digital sketchbook in order to
encourage what points they should be making to
hit the criteria.
This highlights an incredibly strong aspect of
peer assessments along with students taking
ownership and responsibility over the progress
of their coursework.

